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Dear Bill:
Thank you for agreeing to meet en Augus- 1 with the

Departments of Law and Environmental Conservation concerning the
Hudson River f-CB problem. As you are generally aware, a New
'York Siting Beard" considering the proposed disposal of PCB
contaminated sediments at Site S concluded in -va.n-us.ry 1989, that
there was a need for a comprehensive river cleanup which
Includes river dredging and, consequently,- a temporary disposal
site to accommodate FCB-cont&minated materials pending their
ultimate destruction. The Board, however, rejected Site G
because the project as proposed at that site, would not minimise
or avoid adverse environmental impacts adequately.

Accordingly, the State has been developing a comprehensive
plan for such an interim remedy in the Kudscn River and at th--v
surrounding PCB-contaminated disposal sites. The details of the
plan, prepared by-the DEC Project sponsor Group, art?: being sent
under separate cover to you. In sum, it involves the potential
transport of PCB-ma.teris.ls to Site 10 from the remnant deposits,
Thompson Island Pool, Lock 6/5 Pool, the LOT SA13 and Buoy 212
sites, Ola Koroau, and as appropriate, other areas of
contamination. The materials would be rvicinage-d at Sile 10 until
a permanent remedy is determined and. implemented,

E?A assiEtance is essential to accomplishing this plan
within an acceptable period, particularly if GE is to agree or
is compelled to pay for the iir»pien\<-.r;t.c!t.T.on of the plan. A
number of strategies are available, each of which posits a
different level of EPA activity. HoWfevfer, all reeyuir€ • •--
-revisitation of cho CERCLA 1994 Hudaon River PCB Site ROD,^which
concluded that only in-place contai'.ypcnt of the gCB,?contajninated.
remnant deposits was appropriate anU ̂ ai othsi
contamination should not be addressed at

Five years have passed since the 195.; ROD v;as.icsvied.
since then, the law, public policy, technology arid science
concerning hazardous substance ̂ remediation has evolved
considerably. Indeed, Congress'now.^expects that any ROD
selecting a remedy that allows contaminants to remain on-aite,
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as in the Hudson, in concentrations above AKARs roust be-
at least'-^every five years. V.CERCLA section 121 (c).

.The 1984 ROD assumed relatively prompt implementation of
the CWA .demonstration program, thereby providing add̂ ional dat&
upon which a decision could be made. That.-expsĉ Miil&as we
all knowy-was optimistic.

since 1984, the environmental conse^ue-nces of the
"no-action" remedy have become clearer and more dramatic. US
FDA tolerance limits for PCBs in fish cold commercially has been
reduced by 60 percent.. Commercial fishing for striped bass has
been banned not only from the:river bur. along the entire Long
Island shore. As anticipated by the 1984 ROD, dredging
techniques have become available, that minimize the disturbance
of uncollected sediments and prevent contamination of the water
column. The risks of and remedies for PCB-contaMnation have
bfeen better defined by the scientific/community.. As EPA has
rccogni2ed in connection with the Massena. sites, remov&l of PCBs
'from riverbeds and adjacent areas is environmentally beneficial,
it not required,

Public policy has also changed. With the passage of SARA,
treatment and pfelSfcanericy are the major criteria to be used in
judging a remedy* Leavincj contaminants in-place is emphatically
not. favored. Evsn assaying that the conclusions of the- 1984 HOD
were appropriate when made, they no longer are.

Furthermore, the SOD should be revisited if we expect' to
hold GE responsible for so:ne or ail of the costs of the
remediation. The State is prepared tc seek natural resource
damages from GE, particularly now that the nieasur^ of damage has,
been held to be, at &
Ohio v. Dpi., F.2d

restoration costs,** S.tante_o.£
__, No. 86-152$ (D.C. Cir. July 14,. ___ _____

1989). Revision of the 1984 ROD would significantly improve our
ability to require restoration. We expect that KOAA may well
join such an action.

"while arguably Section 121<c)'s re^uirfifrterits might not be
applicable to the 1984 ROD, see SARA Section 121(b)"'[RODS Signed
pre-SJsRA not subject to Section 121 until reopenedJ.̂ ĵje policy
concerns underlying that provision suggest that:
conclusions should be reviewed now.

2 • . • • • ' ' " ' .
NOAA also has begun, a serious review c£ the _

suffered by its resouces because of the GE release.
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Alternatively, EPA -could revise the ROD and itself issue a
Section 106 order requiring development and implementation of a
restoration plan by GE. If EPA were prepared to takfî ich .
action on a prompt basis, .a .state action against "GS^ftttlt -not be
necessary. .•.-..._:• .:;•:" -•"......... ..._.,̂:...:- -;̂ ; .; • :...:•

There are variations on either of these strategies, is well
as important legal considerations which we would lifce to discuss
further with you when we meet. We look forward to a fruitful
meeting.

Yours truly,

Marsh
ve Dsputy Commissioner

rs A. sevinsky
sistant Attorney General
In Charge

Environmental Protection Bureau

Mr. William Muszynski
Acting Regional Administrator
EPA - Region II
26 Federal Plaza, 9th Floor
New YorH, NY 10278

cc: Douglas Blazey, Esq.
EPA Regional Counsel
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